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EFT SERVE ONLINE 

Questions & Answers - 18th September 2021 

1. I am facing trouble maintaining a good relationship with my elder 
daughter. There is communication gap, and she finds it difficult to open up 
to me and be authentic. I can see that she is hurting but she refuses to talk 
to me. I just want to have an open conversation with her and to know 
where I committed a mistake, and how did that affect her. What do I do? 

 
In such situations, reassurance works the best. Reassure them what you are 
able to in the moment and allow them to calm down by using the Triple 
Point Calmer. Focus on the good things first.  

 
In the conversation, there should be no request or advise, only what you 
appreciate and love about them. 

 
 
2. What if the person does not know how to express and all they say is they 

love you? 
 

You may be wanting that the expression should be as per your expectations. 
 
 
3. What if there is no judgement from our end but feel judged by the other? 

What is the one thing that they need to change to improve the 
relationship? 

 
Whatever you accuse the other person of, is something you have in you too. 
Ask yourself what judgement means to you. If you notice, if someone need 
to do differently, write, dress differently, they may perceive it as a 
judgment. Judgement is what that person feels and not what you feel. 
Judgement means differently to everyone.  
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4. What is the psychology behind relationships? 
 

Love is one of the most profound emotions known to human beings, and 
even the slightest of inconvenience can break us.  

 
The importance of relationships cannot be overstated. Make sure you get it 
right. 

 

• Humans have a natural desire to connect with one another. 

• The ability to develop healthy loving relationships is learnt. It begins in 
childhood with food, water, touch, warmth, protection, and social 
stimulation. 

• The end of a relationship causes a great deal of pain. 
 

The memories you have are only as good as the last time you remember 
them. Whatever they say to you, they are silently saying to themselves. 

 
 
5. What are some of the major relationship conflicts? 
 

Some of the major relationship conflicts are as follows: 
 

• Problematic Behaviors: Embarrassing features of a partner's personality. 

• Jealousy: Worrying about infidelity, insecurity from other potential 
relationships, and trust concerns. 

• Communication: The degree of disagreement and how well partners 
communicate. 

• Leisure: How should couples spend their free time together, and what 
should they do to have fun. 

• Intimacy: Dealing with sex concerns as well as physical and psychological 
connection. 
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6. What are the 6 E’s of communication? 
 

• Enquiry: Enquire about what the other person is communicating. Also 
self-enquiry or questioning is very important. 

• Empathy: There's an emotion your lover/friend/partner is hoping you'll 
catch up on behind the communication. Effort is more important than 
accuracy. 

• Energy: Be open and maintain the eye contact. 

• Equality: Pay close attention to what the other person says and be 
attentive. 

• Endless. 

• Emotional Freedom Techniques. 
 
 
7. Can you do Inner Child Matrix with a growing child when trauma is just 

beginning to happen, especially in his/her relationship with a parent? 
 

If you’re trained in Inner Child Matrix, you can bring that child into the 
matrix and tap on them. It will turn out to be beautiful.  
 
Inner Child Matrix is the ultimate surrogate work you can do. 

 
 
8. Can rashes and itching be related to emotions? 
 

Yes, it can be related to emotions. It is an expression that’s meaning to 
happen. 

 
 
9. What is Triple Warmer? 
 

Meridian that goes from the 9 Gamut point through the body that controls 
the flight freeze response. 
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10. What is Triple Point Calmer? 
 

Triple Point Calmer is used when there’s an abreaction. 
 

• Tap, gently thump or rub the thymus points. 

• Take slow deep breathe focusing the attention on the breathing.  

• Triple point calmer: tap under the eye, the collar bone and under the 
arm. 

• 9 Gamut procedure.  
 
 

11. Doesn’t it need both people should want to argue? 
 

Any relationship will have its ups and downs. It'll happen, but that doesn't 
mean it has to be bad. 

 
It starts with one person starting the argument, and the other person stating 
his side of the argument. It then becomes two one-sided arguments coming 
together.  

 
The purpose is not necessarily to put them in a position where they have to 
argue back, the purpose is to be able to create a space to initiate the 
conversation where the other person feels hurt, and you feel hurt, and you 
both work it out together.  

 
It’s not about making them argue but it’s about addressing the issue 
actively.  
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12. How do I balance to let the other person know how I feel about it and how 

do I balance myself? 
 

• Recognizing what we feel and why we feel it. Tap on the emotion no 
matter how small. Then it’s easier to take responsibility when vessel is 
empty. Taking responsibility on full vessel results in a burden. 

• Take ownership in your life. 

• Decide what you want to do about it. Keep or let it go? Communicate to 
the other person. Which is fine. It is the other person’s choice to accept 
or not. Truth has to be spoken free from trigger (blame) or vulnerability 
(fear, love etc). When the other gives permission then you can safely 
share your feelings and needs. 

 
 

13. I’m in a very neutral state of mind. I’m confused about what is wrong with 
me. What do I do? 

 
Not a lot of truth to be shared because there is already lot of truth. Not 
numb or uncaring. If neutral is loving and kind and patient and 
compassionate, whatever has to happen can happen with no issue. Weather 
is going to happen. Sky can stay infinite. 

 
 

14. I am stuck in a relationship where there was talk of marriage. No more. I 
want to break free but he’s not letting me. Obviously because I still have 
hope and he’s giving me hope. I feel like I’d act selfish if I leave and I don’t 
want to be called that. What do I do? 

 
Ask yourself: How can someone not let you move on? Is it true that he is not 
letting you move on? What makes you feel that ending the relationship has 
to be? The choice to leave is yours, but the choice he needs to make is his.  
 
Do you deserve the marriage?  

 
You’re in this relationship but not present when you’re wanting what isn’t in 
the relationship, i.e., marriage. Being selfish is okay and taking stand for 
yourself and your happiness is completely okay.  
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15. Relationship issue with parents. Never understand me. Not at all 

important. Do whatever they want. Pull me down whenever I try to do 
something important for myself. Everything is important except for me. 
Unfortunately, both are like that at different ratios so I don’t trust any 
other relationship. They want me to get married but I’m afraid that they 
will find someone like them. They don’t understand my fears. They think 
I’m old and obese and need to be married off. I want to give myself the 
power not to be affected by their toxic nature. What do I do? 

 
Take your own time with whatever aspects needed. You are the best and 
you deserve all the love and happiness.  

 
 

16. How can I manage my sleep? 
 

Sleep comes with disconnection, and with self-tired. 
 

Fill in intake form and ask yourself what you need. Explore all experiences in 
your life when you disconnected from yourself or another. Explore – pain of 
one-way communication/being dis-empowered.  

 
 

17. Wanting to heal from past hurtful feelings are there but no trigger. What 
do I do? 

 
Use Limitless Living where you welcome the feeling wholeheartedly. Notice 
where in the body is the feeling. Place the hand on the body part. May have 
to sit with it for a few hours. Any kind of relationship change is huge at the 
energy level. Don’t need to accept it. Just hold it. Give yourself full 
permission to express this pain. Keep letting it out. Feel into the emotion. 
Then you can start saying I allow this too. I accept this too. 

 
When you go through a breakup or heartbreak, there are so many emotions 
going on, so you need to give yourself some time. But when you stay in the 
center of the most painful part of that emotion, it can set you free. 
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18. What if the response is "as you feel”, “I don't know" and such common 
responses of avoiding communication? 

 
Responses such as “as you feel” and “I don’t know”, if they come from a 
place of truthfulness then it’s fine. But if it comes from a place of avoiding 
the answer, then it’s the step to do some self-inquiry within and ask oneself 
what’s the reason that the communication is been avoided and what’s going 
on. Is it something emotional or is it something as if “I’m too busy, I can’t 
deal with this now?” 

 
Ask yourself from that place where your communication is coming from, and 
then you have to ask yourself based on who the person is you’re 
communicating with, what is the outcome that you’re hoping to achieve 
between the people involved in that communication.  

 
 

19. I am specifically looking for a healthy relationship with myself.  I want to 
create the peace within and creating boundaries outside so that I can’t feel 
hurt again and again by others (especially close ones). 

 
The thing is no one can actually hurt us. If we have a hurt program on the 
inside, and if that program gets pushed, we’re going to feel hurt. So, the 
only way followed with that is to do the EFT Tapping when you feel hurt, and 
to keep discovering what is it that’s triggering you, what’s the belief that’s 
being hurt, who is you, how old is she that’s being hurt, and keep doing the 
work on that.  

 
Realize that when you do get hurt, it’s just an old program that is being 
pushed, it’s not who you are. In terms of creating boundaries, ask yourself 
what the decisions are you need to take to maintain your inner peace. So, 
it’s not about avoiding hurt either, it’s not the solution because in reality 
people can’t hurt you but hurt does hurt.  

 
So, you have to ask yourself, number one, the reason you got hurt, clear 
that. Number two, what is that they are doing that is making you upset. 
Number three, how is that you need to show up for yourself, not to protect 
yourself from being hurt, but to honor and love yourself.  
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20. I am specifically looking for boundaries which I need to maintain with my 
close connections, spouse, immediate family, close friends, so as to stay 
peaceful inside because I think these are the ones that take maximum 
emotional toll for me. The demands are higher! How can I clear more 
clutter here, create a good space so as to be emotionally functional and 
invested, and make them richer and not malnourished? 

 
Thank you so much for sharing that you are looking to work out how to 
maintain your boundaries and keep your peace within especially when the 
close connections you have taken an emotional toll on you.  

 
So, the first thing is to tap on emotional toll they take. Every time that 
something happens, notice the feelings that you feel, take a pause, and then 
a maintain a note to tap on yourself on that. Ask yourself what’s the reason 
it took an emotional toll, what is that they communicated that triggered 
you, and what is it that you’re wanting.  

 
I would use the process that I shared in the healing relationships EFT Serve 
seminar, in terms of the 6C’s of communications. Ask them open questions 
first through inquiry to the reason they said and, and then do self-inquiry, 
the reason it bothered you. And then to have the empathy and 
understanding in terms of where they are coming from, and to also ask 
yourself that what you would like for yourself.  

 
So, you have to ask yourself what the decision you need to take to maintain 
your peace inside, and the answer to this question will give you a clue to the 
boundary. 
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21. I am trying too hard for an ideal relationship. It’s some sort of a fear, and I 
get drained, mentally and physically; putting my everything to make it 
better. I am not even sure that whether those efforts are right, but I don’t 
know how else to work it out. 

 
So, one of the ways forward is to not try too hard and ask yourself what’s 
the reason you're trying too hard, and what does that ideal relationship 
mean to you. Also, ask yourself does an ideal relationship really exist, and 
what would it take to have an ideal relationship with yourself. It’s wonderful 
that you realized that there is some sort of fear there, and you get drained 
mentally and physically because you’re putting in so much efforts in making 
it better.  

 
So, here’s a suggestion, stop putting so much efforts in, stop trying too hard, 
and focus that same energy on yourself. Let the other person be, let them 
find their own way, give them the space. They’ll realize that you’ve pulled 
back a little and the effort is less, and it’ll make them wonder what’s going 
on. 

 
You have to ask yourself to determine if those efforts are right. You have to 
ask yourself, are your efforts coming from freedom, or from trigger. If 
they’re coming from trigger, tap first. If they’re coming from freedom, be 
true to yourself.  

 
 

22. It would be great if the following topic is addressed: The significance of 
healing oneself and its effect on relationships.  

 
This is a very fair point. All you can do is heal yourself in relationships 
because no one can actually trigger us. The buttons that can be pushed are 
already in ourselves, and its recognizing that as we continue to work and 
heal ourselves, we are unable to get triggered on the outside.  

 
The amount with which we get triggered is directly proportional to the love 
we feel for ourselves.  
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23. With many close people who already have rigid boundaries, do we need to 
have our boundaries as well? If yes, what should those be? How do you 
exist/respect each other’s boundaries especially because they are your 
work colleagues/acquaintances with whom such relationships are needed 
yet not breached in order to give each other spaces and respect? 

 
You need to have what is right for you vs in relationship to them. So, you 
need to ask yourself “what are the boundaries I need for what is important 
in my life?” If yes, what should those be, so those boundaries will be 
determined by what’s really important to you. If it’s self-love then what 
boundaries do you need to demonstrate that you love yourself.  

 
In terms of other people’s boundaries, it’s for them to communicate what 
their boundaries are, and to respect them, and to create an open dialogue 
and ask them “if by any chance I created an issue between us, would you let 
me know, because I really value this relationship and I want it to grow and 
develop.” 

 
 

24. I need to maintain a professional relationship with my clients. I feel few 
clients cross the boundary which makes me feel maybe I have not yet set 
boundaries for myself.  

 
First get clear on what are the boundaries you need to set for yourself is 
important. Sometimes, through life experiences, we realize what are the 
boundaries we’re yet to set with professional relationships. 

 
If they ask something or overstep the mark, you just need to say, “thank you 
for asking, but I am not going to respond to that right now.” Just keep it 
professional and to the point. 

 
 

25. I would like guidance with how to communicate with those that you love 
in a more positive manner even though you feel that they haven’t been 
fair with you. 

 
I recommend you use 6 E’s of communication. 
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26. How to create healthy boundaries with people who become 
parasites/clingers on others, especially being taken for granted? How to 
set healthy boundaries and yet be open to collaborating with people with 
unhealthy mindset in situations where one doesn't have a choice? 

 
In reality, no one can become a parasite or a clinger. If you feel that they are 
parasite or a clinger, then you have to ask yourself the reason you feel that, 
and tap on that, because it’s an internal thing. If you no longer want these 
people in your life, then make this clear. And if you decide to stay with 
them, ask yourself why you want to continue to stay in this relationship. 

 
If you feel that you’re being taken for granted, then tap on self. Once you 
tap on yourself, have a clear communication with them that where you feel 
you feel uncomfortable or what do you wish to seek. They can choose to 
accept or reject it, doesn’t matter.  

 
If you feel someone has an unhealthy mindset, then you’re judging that 
person. You have to have empathy first and realize that the person is a 
human being, they have emotions. You have to notice what’s really amazing 
about them to influence them. Then you have to decide what you want. If 
you chose to collaborate with them, you always have the choice. If you feel 
triggered anytime, tap, and if you feel uncomfortable, then share.  

 
 

27. I would like to have guidance on dealing with my emotional attachment 
and dependency on people, who are not empathetic. For overcoming my 
need for validation, love, understanding, and empathy from them. 

 
If you perceive people to be empathetic, you have to ask yourself that are 
they able to be empathetic and are you empathetic with yourself and also 
with them.  

 
For overcoming your need for validation, love, understanding, and empathy 
from them, it’s about going back and doing the inner child work, where did 
that need for validation come from and how can you validate yourself.  
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You have to decide whether you want to continue to be in these 
relationships or not. As you continue this journey, you will become less 
dependent and more confident in yourself and change as a person, and they 
might be really uncomfortable with that. And as your vibrations change from 
their vibrations, the relationship may not stay together because people are 
energetically at different place unless they change at the same time.  

 
 

28. How to love without attachment? Because it's easier said than done. As in, 
nobody creates feelings they are born or rise on their own accord. 
Detachment needs a conscious effort like a "force stop" to come to neutral 
but then it's also like killing the feelings or sentiments. Is complete 
detachment ever possible for people other than saints? 

 
Loving without attachment is a journey and I can see how it’s easier said 
than done. In respect to this, love yourself, and every time you get triggered, 
do EFT Tapping on self and welcome the emotion using the Limitless Living 
process. I would recommend doing the cutting the ties that bind process as 
well, that’s really powerful. Booklet name: Creating Inner Balance and Peace 
( https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/free-resources/ ) 

 
29. In a relationship I would like to learn how I can be myself and yet have a 

happy and loving relationship. I have always heard that it’s important to 
make a man feel like a man in a relationship. I’m not sure what would that 
mean? 

 
In a relationship, you can be yourself by just being yourself. You have to 
question yourself about what you are changing that doesn’t feel real, 
because when you discover that, you’ll be able to come much more in your 
authentic self. Of course, there are certain behavior you need to engage in 
to please the other person and make them feel good, that's understandable, 
but you have to find what they want first.  

 
Do they want to feel like a man? What does it mean to them? How do you 
need to show up for them? So, it’s better to initiate that dialogue and 
conversation first.  
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30. I have known that it's always important to sacrifice our choices most of 
the times and compromise a lot. I wish to get rid of this, how do I do it? 

 
If you want to get rid of the behavior of sacrificing and compromising, ask 
yourself the reason of your sacrifice and compromise, and these questions; 
what is that you’re getting from it? how will your life change for better when 
you no longer do it? what will that mean to you? how does it make you feel 
when you think of sacrificing and compromising? where in the body do you 
feel it? when was the first time you remember sacrificing and 
compromising? and do EFT Tapping around these.   

 
First round: “Even though I do compromise and sacrifice, I do it because XYZ, 
I deeply and complete love and accept myself.”  

 
Second round: “Even though I do compromise and sacrifice, because I’ve 
been scared of XYZ, I love and accept myself.” 

 
Third round: “Even though I don’t want to compromise and sacrifice, but I 
do end up doing it, and then I resent myself and the other person, I love and 
accept myself.” 

 
So, these are the three rounds of tapping on taking out the emotions 
associated.  

 
The final round is: “Even though I do compromise and sacrifice, that was 
then, and this is now, I’m open to the possibility of being true to myself”. 

 
End with positive tapping after your personal peace or buddy swap or 
personal session. 
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